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An analytic characterization of stationary tields with a positive angle between the 
vertical past and future, in the sense of Helson and Lowdenslager, is given, The 
connection between the positivity of the angle and the convergence of the Fourier 
series for certain functions is studied. The case where both vertical and horizontal 
angles are positive is discussed. An example showing the positivity of the vertical 
angle while the horizontal angle is zero is provided. Proofs depend on various 
characterizations of densities admitting a positive angle for the circle case. ,c’ 1987 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to obtain analytic characterizations of 
stationary fields with a positive angle in terms of their spectral densities. An 
attempt in this direction was recently taken by Miamee and Niemi in [9], 
where a Helson-Szego type representation for spectral densities was 
obtained under the condition that both the vertical and the horizontal 
angles are positive. Miamee and Niemi aho showed that for the positivity 
of both angles it is necessary and sufficient that the Fourier series of each 
square-integrable function, with respect to the spectral density of the field, 
converges to the function. 
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Our approach to the problem is to consider the angle (not two angles 
simultaneously) between a past and a future in the sense of Helson and 
Lowdenslager [4]. We obtain an analytic characterization of Hunt- 
Mackenhoupt-Wheeden type for the positivity of the angle for a stationary 
field. This analytic characterization seems to be as useful in the study of 
stationary fields as is the corresponding analytic result for stationary 
sequences. Our proofs depend heavily on the Hunt-Mackenhoupt- 
Wheeden work for the circle case. 
With this brief discussion we summarize the content of the paper as 
follows. 
Section 2 contains notations and definitions. The connection among 
positivity of the angle, the boundedness of the conjugation, the (A?) con- 
dition and the Helson-Szego representation for the circle case, as pertain to 
our work, are briefly reviewed. 
Section 3 contains the main result of the paper. It includes several lem- 
mas of independent interest and Theorem 3.1 on analytic characterization 
of the positivity of the angle. 
Section 4 deals with the analysis of a field for which the iterated Fourier 
series of square-integrable functions with respect to the spectral density of 
the field converge. 
In Section 5 we give an example of a stationary field for which the ver- 
tical angle is positive, but whose horizontal angle is zero. 
Throughout the paper 2 will be a complex Hilbert space and ( , ) will 
denote the inner product in X. For any normed space .%“, 1 I9 will denote 
the norm in S (the subscription X will be dropped if there is no danger of 
confusion). ((Tl( will stand for the operator norm of a linear mapping T 
between two normed spaces. 
2. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND ANCILARIES 
In this section we introduce some notations and definitions and state 
some known results used in the rest of the paper. 
Let X be a complex Hilbert space and let JZ and -4’ be closed subspaces 
of 2. 
2.1. DEFINITION. The subspaces & and ,.V are said to be at positive 
angle if 
p(‘Af, Jv) 2 sup{I(x, y)l: JxI= Ivl= 1, .XE&, )‘E./1’“} < 1. 
An elementary consideration shows that p(Jz’, .+‘-) < 1 if and only if 
inf(lx-1?1:xE~,ItE.A‘,Ixl=lyl=l)>O. 
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This yields the following lemma whose proof is standard and it is omitted. 
2.2. LEMMA (cf. [ 1, Proposition 11 I). Let ~2~ and -4’; he dense subspaces 
of ..K and .k’, respectively. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) p(-M, <,V) < 1, 
(ii) infjlx-yl:xEJ&, yE.Yb,Ixl>l. Iyl>l}>O, 
(iii) there exists a constant C such that 
(iv) there exists a constant K such that 
11’1 dKl.v+yl for all x E .k&, y E -4,. 
Let Z denote the group of all integers and let Z* = Z x Z. The dual 
groups of Z and Z* will be identified with [ - rc, n] and [ --71, rt] x 
[ -rc, rt], respectively. By dt and ds dt we will denote the Lebesgue measures 
on [ -71, n] and C--n, n] x [-‘II, n], respectively. For an interval Z, the 
symbol )I( will denote the length of I. If p is any Bore1 measure on [ -rc, rc] 
(or [ -rr, n] x [ -rr, rt]) then by Yp(p) we will denote the set of all com- 
plex valued p-measurable functions which are p-integrable with respect to p 
(1 < p < co). E’(p) will stand for the Banach space of the equivalent classes 
of functions from Y”(p) equipped with the usual norm. 
For any f  E 9’(dt) let f denote its conjugate function defined by the 
formula 
([7, p. 793). Following [6, p. 2281, we put y(‘ct)= cc if f  is not in Y’(dt). 
We note that if f(t) = C ukelkr is a trig polynomial then f(t) = 
-ix sgn(k) akeik’. 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let G be an additive discrete group. A function X= 
Wg)se G. . G + 2 is said to be a stationary process if its correlation 
(X,, X,)=K(g-h) depends only on g-h. 
If X is a stationary process over G then for any A c G we will denote by 
AX(A) the closed subspace of 2 generated by X,, g E A. AX(G) will be 
abbreviated by JttX. We will write .&(A) instead of AX(A) if there is no 
danger of confusion. The spectral measure of the process X is a measure p 
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defined on the Bore1 a-algebra of the dual group G such that for every 
gE& 
where (y, g) denotes the value of the character y E G at g E G. It is well 
known that the mapping V: X, -+ (., g) extends to a linear isometry from 
s&X onto L’(p). A stationary process (X,),,, over G= 2’ will be referred 
to as a stationary field. In this case G = [ -7c, rr] x C--n, 7c] and 
((s, t), (m,n))=Psfin’, s, te[-7c,71), m, FEZ. 
A stationary process (X,), E z over the group of integers Z will be called 
a stationary sequence. It will be abbreviated as (X,) or merely X. 
2.4. DEFINITION. A stationary sequence (X,,,) is said to have a positive 
angle if p(&(( -co, -l]), M( [0, + co))) < 1. 
Sequences with a positive angle were investigated by several authors. 
Below we list the most significant results. 
2.5. THEOREM ( [5, Theorems 1, 2 J ). Let (X,) be a stationary sequence 
with the spectral measure p. The following statements are equivalent: 
( 1) (X,,) has a positive angle, 
(2) dp = w  dt and there exist bounded real functions u, v E L”(dt) such 
that [VI =, < n/2 and w  = exp(u + 0”) 
(3) there exists a constant K< co such that for everyfE Y’(p) 
j", IJ(t)1244W-jn If(t)124W, 
-n 
(4) {e’“‘: n E Z} forms a Schauder basis in L’(p). 
In the sequel when the domain of integration of an integral is not 
specified it should be taken as [ - rr, rc] or[ -n, n] x [ - rc, n] accordingly. 
2.6. Remark. The method of the proof of (2) = (3) as presented in 
Lemma 5 in [6] makes it evident that the constant K appearing in (3) 
depends only on the L”-norms of u and v. 
2.7. THEOREM (cf. [8]). Let (X,) be a stationary sequence and let p be 
its spectral measure. The sequence (X,,,) has a positive angle if and only if 
U’(p) c -r;P’(dt) andfor every f E U’(p) the Fourier series off converges to f 
in L*(p). 
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2.8. THEOREM [6, Theorem 23. Let w be a nonnegative function with a 
period 2n that is integrable on [ -rc, z]. The following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) there exists a constant K< cc, such that for every f E Y2(w dt) 
1’ 17(t)? w(t) dtG( If( w(t) dt, 
n II 
(2) there exists a constant C such that for every subinterval I qf the 
real line 
From these theorems we obtain the following corollary which gives an 
analytic characterization for the positivity of the angle for a stationary 
sequence. Our main result in Section 3 is the extension of this corollary to 
the stationary fields. 
2.9. COROLLARY. Let (X,) be a stationary sequence with the spectral 
measure p. The following statements are equivalent 
(i) (X,) has a positive angle, 
(ii) dp = w dt, and there exists u constant C such that 
for any Ic [ -7c, n), where I is an interval or the complement of an interval. 
2.10. Remark. Looking carefully at the proof of Theorem 2.8 one can 
see that the constants K and C depend only on each other. In fact if (1) 
then from the proof of Theorem 7 in [6] it follows that for any neigh- 
boring intervals 1, J with 111 = JJ( d n/4 we have 
and 
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If (I( > 1c/4 then 
where I,=[-~+(i--1)(z/4), -7c+i(7r/4)], 1Z,/=n/4, l,<i,j<8. We 
obtain an upper bound for each term of this CF=, c,“=, as follows: without 
loss of generality we may assume that 1 d i < j ,< 8. 
Then 
5 s w dt n{::j,kwdtj,k+, (l/w)dt c{-qn/4)2(j-i) I, ‘dt=~~_~+~l,~(l,w)dt~~~wdrG (7r,‘4)2(~-ipr) . fJw 
Therefore the constant C is independent of w  and depends only on K. 
The implication (2) * (1) is much more difficult. Checking that the con- 
stant K depends only on C requires examination of all the steps of the 
proof. We sketch them briefly below. In what follows we will say that a 
periodic nonnegative function, that is integrable on [ -71, n], satisfies (A,) 
with a constant D if 
for all subintervals I on the line, and that w  satisfies (B,) with a constant G 
if 
j’ Ifl”wdt<Gj‘r Ifl”wdt for all f E Pp( w). --II -72 
Step 1. From [3, Theorem IV] and Holder’s inequality it follows that 
if w  satisfies (A,) with a constant C then there exists E > 0 depending only 
on C such that for every r> 2 -E w  satisfies (A,) with the constant D, 
depending only on C and r. 
Step 2. From Lemma 5 and Lemma B in 16) (see also [lo, 
Theorem 7.3.2 J) it follows that if w  satisfies (A,) with a constant D,, then 
w  = exp( u + i$ 
where IuI m <B, IuI o. < B, and B depends only on D,. Consequently, 
following the proofs of Lemmas 9 and 6 in [6 J we see that if w  satisfies 
683/22/l-8 
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(A,) with a constant D,, then there exists a constant F, depending only on 
D, such that 
(1) 
Step 3. From Steps 1 and 2 it follows that if w  satisfies (A,) with a con- 
stant C, then taking pI = 2 - SE and p2 = 2 - &, we see that w  satisfies (1) 
for p = p, and p = p2 with constants depending only on C. Thus from the 
Marcinkiewicz theorem [ 11, Vol. 2, p. 1121, it follows that w  satisties 
(B, _ E,2) with a constant depending only on C. 
Step 4. Note that if w  satisfies (A,) then w--“(P- ‘) satisfies (A,), 
l/q + l/p = 1, with the same constant. Thus following the proof of the last 
part of the Lemma 9 in [6] from Step 1, Lemma 3 in [6] we find that if w  
satisfies (A*) with a constant C then w  satisfies (B4) with a constant 
depending only on C. Applying Marcinkiewicz’s theorem and Step 3, we 
conclude that w  satisfies condition (1) with a constant K depending only 
on C. 
Let X= (X,,), m, n E Z, be a stationary field. Following [4] it is natural 
to define the vertical past and future of the field X as A( U”) and d(p), 
respectively, where 
U’={(m,n):mf -l}u{(m,n):m=Oandn< -l}, 
p=p- u”. 
Similarly one can define the horizontal past and future by &!(U”) and 
A(?), where 
Uh={(m,n):nf -l}u{(m,n):n=Oandm< -l}, 
&.p- (-Jh. 
2.11. DEFINITION. Let us write 
Y’ = PC&( U”), Jm% Yh = P(-,a U”), Nm). 
Stationary fields for which both y” and yh are less than 1 were 
investigated recently by Miamee and Niemi in [9], who proved the 
following generalization of Theorem 2.7. 
2.12. THEOREM ( [9, Theorem 3.71). Let X = (X,,) be a stationary fieZd 
and p be its spectral measure. Let 
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s”= ((m,n):mdO,nEZ), s”=z2-s 
Sh=((m,n):mEZ,n<O}, p=p-,p 
P” = P(A(W, JQm, Ph = pbwh), -4m. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) max(p”, P”) < 1, 
(2) max(y”, yh) < 1, 
(3) (i) & = w(s, t) ds dt, 
(ii) U*(p) c 9l(ds dt), 
(iii) the Fourier series of any f E Y2(p) converges to f in L2(p), 
(4) { Xmn: m, n E Z > forms a Schauder basis in Ax. 
3. POSITIVITY OF THE ANGLE 
Let (X,,), m, n E Z, be a stationary field and let p be its spectral 
measure. As in Section 2 let 




Our main result in this section is the following theorem which gives an 
analytic characterization of stationary fields for which y” = p(&( U”), 
A(??)) < 1. This provides an extension of Corollary 2.8 to stationary fields. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let (X,,,,) be a stationary field with the spectral measure 
p. Then yv < 1 if and only if 
(1) dp=w(s, t)dsdt, 
(2) there exists a constant C such that for almost every t E [ -7c, x] 
0) Cj, NJ, 0 ds)(j, (l/w(s, N 4 6 C M2, 
(ii) Cs, ST, w(s, t) ds dt)(J, (dtls:, w(s, t) ds)) d C 111 2, 
for any Zc C--x, 7~1, where Z IS an interval or the complement of an interval. 
3.2. Remark. From (2) it follows that l/w E L’(ds dt). In fact, from (i) 
we have that 
jw(:t)dsdt “e’ 
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Thus from (ii) we conclude that 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 depends on a series of lemmas which are of 
independent interest. 
3.3. LEMMA. y” < 1 if and only if 
(1) p’ = p(Jf(S”), Af(F)) < 1 and 
(2) the stafionary sequence (X0,), n E Z, has positive angle (see 
Definition 2.4). 
Proof: Suppose tirst that y” < 1. From Lemma 2.2 it follows that there 
exists a constant K such that for any polynomial cp(s, t) = 
cm L e’““e’“‘a,, , 
i cc amnei”“e’“’ I I 
<K 11 e’m\e’n’amn . 
I ,m.n,E (!’ /,2ip,) m n Lb) 
Since multiplication by erms+ jn’ ’ IS an isometry in L’(L() it follows that for 
every NE Z, 
where U”(N) = ((m, n): m f -1) u {(m, n): m = 0 and n 6 N). Thus 
(3.5) 
for N,, NZe Z. 
Setting N, = -1, cp(s, t) = C b,,ern’ and letting N, -+ --c13 we obtain that 
which in view of Lemma 2.2 implies that the stationary sequence 
{X0,: n E Z) has positive angle. Letting N + --03 in (3.4) and using 
Lemma 2.2 once again we conclude that also p’ < 1. 
Conversely suppose that (1) and (2) hold. Since multiplication by eims is 
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an isometry in L2(p), from (1) and Lemma 2.2 it follows that there exists a 
constant K, such that 
,FM F amneimseinr 11 a,,,,,eimseinr Lz,~, 
m n 
for any ME Z and for any polynomial CC a,,eim”ein’. This implies that 
Let now cp = CC a,,eimsei”’ be a polynomial. From (1) and (2) we obtain 
By (3.6), the last term is bounded above by 
which in view of Lemma 2.2 completes the proof. \ 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let S”(M)= { ( m,n):m,<M,n~Z}. Following [2] a 
stationary field is said to be regular if nMt z A’(S”(M)) = (0). 
3.8. LEMMA. If y” < 1 then (X,,) is regular. 
Proof: Let T,,,, be the linear operator defined on polynomials by the for- 
mula 
m n 
From (3.6) it follows that TM, M > 0, are uniformly bounded operators in 
L’(p), i.e., there exists a constant K such that 11 TM/l <K for every non- 
negative integer M. Note that as A4 --, cc, T, cp -+ cp for every polynomial 
cp. Thus by the boundedness of liT,,,J, Mao, T,,, f -+ f (in Z,*(p)) as 
M-b co, for every fEL'(p) 
Let YE nM A(S”(M)) and let f be its isomorph. Since YE 
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nMGwvm f or every positive integer A4 one can find a polynomial cp,,,, 
with coefficients in sV( -M- 1) such that If- (p,,,\ < l/M. Note that 
IT,fl= IT&f-cp,)+ T,cp,l= IT,(f-cp,)l <J41/~)+0, 
as M-+ +c/c. Thusf=O because T,f -+f in L2(p). 1 
The next Lemma is essentially a part of Theorem 3.1 in [2]. For the sake 
of completeness we include its proof here. 
3.9. LEMMA ( [2, Theorem 3.1 I). Zf a stationary field (X,,) is regular, 
thenp@dsxp,, wherep,(A)=p([-n,x)xA)isthesecondmarginalofp. 
Proof. Let Y,,,,= X,,- P.uCsrC,P ,))Xmn, where P., denotes the 
orthogonal projection operator from ~4’~ onto the closed subspace A!. Note 
that 
n eiWv -m2beih --n2)f ds dp Y,2(t), 
-n 
where py is the spectral measure of the stationary field (Y,,) and 
PY.~(A)=PAC- n, n) x A) is the second marginal of pLy. Thus pr = 
(1/2n) ds x p y,z. Since p y 4 p, then ,u y.2 + p2 and consequently p y < ds x p2. 
We shall prove that p < ,D ,,. From the regularity of the process (X,,) it 
follows that 
dz, = @ qT{ Y,“, n E z} = Ax. (2) 
m 
Let A be a Bore1 subset of [ -z, n)’ such that p y(A) = 0 and let qoo be 
the isomorph of Y,. Since py(A) = 0, 0 = jJd eims+in’ dp,(s, t) = 
rmsfm’ Iqpoo(s, t)l* dp(s, t) for all m, n E Z. Thus 1, I eims+i”fqoo(s, t) for 
!,k i n EZ. Since by (2) q{ erms+h’(pOO: m, n E Z} = L*(p), it follows that 
1 d = (!I in L*(p). Hence p(A) = 0 which completes the proof. 1 
3.10. LEMMA. Zfy” < 1 then dp = w(s, t) ds dt and l/w is in L’(ds dt). 
Proof. From Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 it follows that ,ueds x p2, where 
p2(A) = p( [ -z, n) x A). Since pz is the spectral measure of the stationary 
sequence (X0,) and by Lemma 3.3, (X0,), n E Z, has positive angle, from the 
Helson-Szego theorem (see Theorem 2.5) it follows that p2 Q dt. 
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Let w= d,u/(ds dt). From (3.5) it follows that there exists a constant K 
such that for any polynomial C,,, C, u,“eimseinf, 
It implies that 1 $q(eimsei”‘: m, FEZ, (m, n)# (0, 0)} =LO. Let rp I Lo, 
Id Lo = 1. Since 
Is eims+ ““(p(s, t) W(S, t) ds dt = 0 for all (m, n) # (0, O), 
q(s, t) w(s, t) = c = const ds dt a.e. Since j 1qj2 w  ds dt = 1, the constant 
c#O. It implies that 
Thus ss (l/w(s, t)) ds dt = js [ l/w(s, t)-J’ W(S, t) ds dt < 00. 1 
The proof of the next lemma is the same as the proof of Corollary 4.5 in 
[6]. Our representation differs slightly from the one given in that paper. 
3.11. LEMMA. Suppose that dp = w  ds dt. If yv c 1, then there exist E > 0 
and K < 00 depending only on y” and there exist functions G and S in 
ga(ds dt) such that 
(1) I~(~,~)I,d~/~-~, 
(2) IG(~,.)I,GK 
(3) w(s, t) = exp{l In w(s, 1) ds} *exp(G(s, t) + s,(s)} ds dt a.e., where 
S,(s) = S( s, t). 
Sketch of the proof: Since by Lemma 3.10, l/w EL’, from Theorem 3 in 
[4] it follows that there exists an outer function DE Y’(dt ds) such that 
(i) D(s, t) = a, + C &m,nlE uL. a,,e-‘““e-‘“I, 
(ii) w(s, t) = ID(s, t)12 ds dt a.e. 
Following the proof of Theorem 1 in [S] (see also [9, Theorem 4.4]), we 
obtain that if y” < 1 then there exist a function A E zYFp”(ds dt) and E > 0 
such that 
(1) the Fourier coefficients of A vanish on u”, 
(2) E < (A(s, t)l < 2 ds dt a.e., 
(3) larg A(s, t)(D(s, t))‘I d 7c/2 -E ds dt a.e. 
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Setting 
and 
G(s, t) = j In IA(s, t)l ds - In IA(s, t)l 
S(s, t) = S,(s) = arg(A(s, t) . D*(s, t)), 
we obtain that 




In w(s, t) ds . exp 
I ii 
In IA(s, t)l ds- In IA(s, t)l 
+ 
( 




In w(s, t) ds 
i i 
. exp In (D*(s, t)l - 1 In (D*(s, t)l ds 
=exp(ln ID*(s, t)/ t = w(s, t). i 
3.12. LEMMA. If there exist a constant K (independent oft) and a set A 
of the Lebesgue measure zero such that 
jI~(~)I~w(s,f)ds<Kj~ f(s)l*w(s,t) ds 
for all polynomials f (in s) and all t 4 A, then ~(J%Y(S”), .&Y(p)) < 1. 
Proof. Following Definition 4.6 in [9], for any polynomial cp(s, t) = 
C,,, C, a,,ezmsein’ let us define 
C’(s, I) = - 11 i sgn(m) a,,e”“e’“‘. 
Since C”(s, t) = cp( ., t)(s), from our assumption it follows that 
jj lc”q(s, t)l* w(s, t) ds dt $ K jj Iq(s, t)l* w(s, t) ds df, 
for any polynomial q. Thus C” is a bounded linear operator in L*(p). Let 
p” 1 C a,,Jmsein’ = 
( m n > _ 
m Fp, Z,: a,,e’““e’“‘. 
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Since P” = (1/2i)[C” - i(C”)2], P” is bounded and so by Lemma 2.2, 
P(A(s”), -@em < 1. I 
Proof of the Theorem 3.1. (3). Suppose that y’ < 1. Then from 
Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 it follows that & = M(S, t) ds dt and that 
w(s, t) = exp 
ii 




IG(s, t)l d K ds dt a.e., 
1 S(s, t) I d 7-c/2 - E ds dt a.e. 
and the constants K and E depends only on 7”. Consider the function 
w,(s, t) = exp 
From Remark 2.6, Theorem 2.8, and Remark 2.10 it follows that there 
exists a set d with dt(d) =O, such that for every t $ d and every 
Zc [ -rc, rr), where I is an interval or the complement of an interval, 
where the constant C depends only on K and E, and so only on y”. Thus 
which proves (2)(i). 
To see (2)(ii) note that from Lemma 3.3 it follows that the stationary 
sequence (X0,), n E Z, has a positive angle. Hence, by Corollary 2.9, its 
spectral density w*(t) = ST, ul(s, t) ds satisfies the desired condition. 
(+). From Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.12 it follows that p(J(S”), 
M(F)) < 1. By Corollary 2.9 the sequence (X0,), n E 2, has a positive angle. 
An application of Lemma 3.3 completes the proof. 1 
4. SOME ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
In this section we state a description of fields with a positive angle in 
terms of the behavior of Fourier series of functions from L’(p). We also 
discuss the case where both y’ and yh are less than one. 
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The following result can be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 2.7 
to the case of stationary fields. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let (X,,,,) he a stationary field with the spectral 
measure p. Then y” < 1 if and only if 
(i) dp = w(s, t) ds dt, 
(ii) l/w(s, t) E .Y’(ds dt), 
(iii) for each QE .2?‘(p) the iterated Fourier series of cp, 
C,‘:p, C,‘=“m~, a,,(q) eimsein’ converges to rp in L*(p), i.e., 
in L*(p), where a,Jq)= (1/47r*) jTn jIln cp(s, t) e-imse-intds dt. 
Proof: Proof uses ideas from Theorem 3.7 in [9]. 
(a) Suppose yLI < 1. From Lemma 3.10 we have the w  = dp/(ds dt) exists 
and l/w E L’(ds dt). Thus for any cp E p’(p), 
This shows that (PE Y’(ds dt) and that a,,(q) are 
linear functionals on I!,*(P). Let for every m E 2 
CCb kneikseinr 
well-defined bounded 
and any polynomial 
k n 
From (3.6) it follows that there exists a constant K such that for every non- 
negative M, , AI,, 
(3) 
Since (C,“I pM, P,)cp -+ cp on polynomials as M,, M2 -+ co, (3) implies 
that cp = C,‘: --uj P,cp (in L*(p)) for any cp E L*(p). 
Fix m E Z and consider the stationary sequence (eimsei”‘), n E Z, in L*(p). 
From Lemma 3.3, this sequence has positive angle, so by [S, p. 1311 (see 
Theorem 2.5), it forms a Schauder basis in A’,,, = ?${eimseinr: n E Z} c L*(p). 
Thus P,cp has the form 
P,cp = y b,(P,cp) e’““e’“‘, 
“= -00 
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where b,( * ) are continuous linear functionals on J&, and the representation 
is unique. It remains to show that 
For this it s&ices to note that both sides are continuous linear functionals 
on L*(p) and that the equation holds for polynomials of the form cp(s t) = 
eiksei”, k, 1 E Z. 
(=) For any m E 2 and nonnegative integers N, , N, let A’;, ,N2 denote the 
operator in L*(p) defined by the formula 
N2 
G,,N~((P) = 1 %,(cp) e’““e’“‘, 
m= -N, 
By (ii), la,,,(~)1 d K I(PI~~,~) and all operators S;,,Nz are bounded. By 
assumption (iii) for any fixed m E Z and every cp E L*(p), lim,,, N2 _ ,u 
‘;,,N# =drPm cp exists. Hence from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem there 
exists a constant K,,, -C co such that 
SUP IIS;,,N211 Q Km and an4 P,,Il < K,,,. 
NT.& 
Thus C,“L -,,, P, is bounded for any nonnegative integers M, , M,. Using 
once again the Banach-Steinhaus theorem we find that there exists a con- 
stant K such that I/C!,,,, P,II <K for all nonnegative integers M,, Ml. In 
particular, taking M, = 0 and letting M, -+ aci we obtain that 
1 C h,,eimsP 
I I 
< K 11 b,,eimsein , 
n<O n Lb) m ” L+jL,) 
which in view of Lemma 2.2 implies p(A(S”), A(F)) < 1. 
To prove that (X0,), neZ, has a positive angle note that from the con- 
tinuity of u,,( -) it follows that a,,(cp)=O provided cp~ A?,,, =df 
v(eimseik’: k E Z} with m #O. Thus for every cp E C&o, cp= 
lim N,.N2 _ a, sk,,N,qe Since l)Stl,N21/ 6 K0 uniformly for N, ) N2 a similar 
argument as given above shows that 
for any polynomial C, b,e”“. Thus, by Lemma 2.2, (A’,,,), neZ, has a 
positive angle. Now we can apply Lemma 3.3 to complete the proof. 1 
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4.2. Remark. The condition l/w in 6p’(ds dt) in Theorem 4.1 is 
equivalent to the condition Y’(wdsdt)cY’(dsdt) used in [9, 
Theorem 3.7]. In fact, if Z”(W ds dt) c 6p’(ds dt) then by the Closed Graph 
Theorem, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (see [9, p. 121). Letting cp to be a 
polynomial of the form cp = 1 + C Ccm,,,,+ (O.Oj amrreim’ein’ we conclude that 
for all polynomials CC amneimJeinr with a,,=O. Thus L’(w ds dt)O 
SiS{eim~ei”/: (m, n) # (0,O)j is a non-zero subspace. By repeating the 
argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.10 we get that l/w> E Y](ds dt). The 
converse implication follows from Schwartz’s inequality. 
As was mentioned in the Introduction the case where both yl‘ and yh are 
less than 1 was studied by Miamee and Niemi in [9]. Their work pertains 
to the convergence of the Fourier series of functions in L2(p). Our 
Proposition 4.1 deals with the case where only yl’< 1 and amounts to the 
iterated convergence of the Fourier series for functions in L2(p). 
Application of Theorem 3.1 yields the following theorem giving an 
analytic characterization for the case that both yl‘ and yh are less than one. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let (X,,,) be a stationary field uith the spectral measure 
p, The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) max(y’, yh) < 1, 
(2) dp = w(s, t) ds dt and there exists a constant C < cc, such that 
(i) ~,~‘(s,t)dsj,(l/w(s,t))ds~C(f(~dta.e., 
(ii) j, W(S, t) dt J, (i/w(s, t)) dt d C 1Z12 ds a.e., 
for any I, where I is an interval or the complement of an interval in [ -71, 7~). 
Proof (1) 3 (2). Obvious by Theorem 3.1. 
(2)=> (1). Note that from Theorem 2.8 and Lemma 3.12, (i) implies 
pl’ < 1 and (ii) implies ph < 1. An Application of Theorem 2.12 completes 
the proof. 1 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let (X,,) be a stationary field with the spectral 
measure p. Suppose that dp = w(s, t) ds dt and that n’ has the form 
w(s, t) = w,(s) wz(t). fi’O(S, t), 
where 0 < C, < wo(s, t) < C, < cc, ds dt a.e. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) yr< 1, 
(2) Y”<l, 
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(3) there exist a constant C such that for every I, where I is an interval 
or the complement of an interval in [ - IE, ~1: 
0) ~,wj(~)d~~,(l/w,(~))d~6CI~12, 
(ii) j, w2(t) dt jI (l/w,(t)) dt d C IZ12. 
Proof: It is enough to prove that (1) o (3). The equivalence (2) and (3) 
follows then by the symmetry of the condition (3). 
Since w(s, t) = wi(s) w2(t)- wO(s, t), where 0 < CZ 6 WJS, t) < C, -L co, for 
any I we have 
~2 wJs)ds s I 
1 
- ds 
2 1 I U’*(S) 
and 
Hence the conditions (i), (ii) in Corollary 4.4 (3) are equivalent to the 
conditions (2)(i), (ii) in Theorem 3.1. Thus by Theorem 3.1 the proof is 
complete. 1 
5. EXAMPLE 
In this section we give an example of a stationary field for which y” < 1 
and yh = 1. It seems to us that no such an example has already been 
known. To construct the example we make use of the characterization 
given in Theorem 3.1. In situations such as this, Miamee and Niemi’s 
theorem cannot be applied, whereas our Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.1 
give useful information. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let (X,,,,) be a stationary field with the spectral density 
s (l+nv4ff 
w(s, t)= ; 
I I 
s, tE C-n, 7c). 
Then y”< 1 and yh= 1. 
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Proof. ( 1) First we prove that yL’ < 1. According to Theorem 3.1 we 
shall show that there exist constants C,, C, such that 
(i) j, w(s, t) ds j, (l/w(s, t)) dsd C, lZ12 dt a-e., 
(ii) j, jTn u(s, t) ds dt j, (dt/jY, W(S, t) ds) g Cz [Z(‘. 
for any Zc [ - 71, n), where I is an interval or the complement of an inter- 
val. Substituting s/n = x and (I + n)/2n = y, conditions (i) and (ii) take the 
forms: 
(i) j, 1.x( “’ d-x j, 1.~1 ‘P dx < K, IZI’, for any Z of the form 
Z=[a,h] orZ=[-l,a]u[h,l], -l<a<b<l, 
(ii) SJ(1/(1+y/2))d’yS,(y/2+1)d~~K,1J12, for any J of the 
formJ=[a,h]orJ=[O,a]u[b,l],06a~h~l. 
Since 1 < y/2 + 1 < 2, the condition (ii) is trivially satisfied. We show that 
u’ satisfies (i) with the constant K, = y uniformly with respect to y E [0, 11. 




If I= [a, b], - 1 da < 0 d b d 1, then denoting II = [a, 01, I, = [0, b] 
and using estimation given above we obtain 
Similarly, if Z = [ - 1, a] u [b, 11, applying (5.2) and (5.3) gives 
(5.3) 
(2) To prove that yh = 1 we construct a sequence of intervals I, and a 
sequence of numbers K,, + +cc such that for every n, 
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w(s, t)-’ dt b K,, &I2 ) 
on a set of positive measure A,. This will show that the condition (2)(i) of 
Theorem 3.1 corresponding to the horizontal angle is not satisfied. 
Let Z, = [27c/n - 71, 6x/n - n], YT > 3 and K,, = (n” - 2)/(nz In2(n + 1)). 
Then for every s E A, = [z(n + 1)--n2, m-“‘1 we have 
2 nqn2;:+l) [-2+O+d=Kw 
This completes the proof. 1 
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